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On November 1, 1978, President Carier established the
Prdsident's Commission on the-Holocaust and charged itkwith the
/responSibility of Aeciding what mi-ght constitute an appropriate
national memorial to'all tlfose 411c hall perished,in the Holocaust.
This publlcation is the,report of that.Commission which consisted of
34 members including survivors, lay and religious leaders of all
.faiths, historians, scholars, and- congressmen. The Holocaust was a
aime unique in the ahnals of human history, 'different not only in
the quantity of violehcethe 'sheer numbers killedbut in its manner
and purpose as'a mass criminal enterprise,organized by the state
against defenseless civill4in populations. -Demembering the Holoeaust .

can instill cautiont,forttfylestraint, and protect against future
, evil or indifference. The'Commission made recommendations for
memorials. First; a National Holocaust, Memorial Museul which will''
present th* Holocaust through pictorial accounts, films, and other
Nisual exhibits ha1l be halt in Washington D.C. Sec..nOly,"an
Educational Foundition dIdicated to the pursuit of edd-oationcal work
through grants, .eltensio4 serdices, Joint projects: research, and
exploration of issues .raised by the Hblocaust shall be founded.
ThiFdly, the Commission recommends that a Committee on Conscience
compbsed of distinguished moral leaders in America be appointed. This
CoMmittee would receive reports of genocide anyihere in the worll.
Additional recommendationg inCluded observance of °Cays'of
Remembrance,"'ratification of the Genocide Convention, prosecution of,.
Nazi wat criminals in America, and the maintenance of Jewish.
cemeteries_abroad. (Author/PM1 ` $
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f14ar Mr. President: . .

...

It is \with a deep sense of privilege that I submit to you, in accordance with
your-request, the.teport of your Cornmissioir on the Holocaust. Nfvq bef
have its members, individually and colkctively, given sfrinttch of thentsel
a task that is both awesome and forbinding, a task which required reaching
far back into the past as well as taking a 4ard look irito.the fOture..

Our central foCus was me&moryour own and that of the viiptihis during a
time of unprecedented evil and suffering. That was the Holocaust, an era we ,

must remember not only because of the dead; it is too late for them. Nat only ,

because of ihe survivors; it may even be late for them. Cour remembering is'on.
act of generosity, aimed at saving men and women from apathy to evil, if not
from evil itself.

We wish, through the wOrk of this CdmmfsSion, tio reach and transform as
many human beings as possilile. We hope to shhre our conviction that when
war and, genocide unleash hatred against any,one people oe peoples, all are
ultimately engnlfed in-the fire.

With this conviction*and mindful of your mandate, Mr. President, we have
explored during the past several months of our existence the various ways and
means of rentemberingOnd of Moving others to rememberthe Holocaust
and its victims, an event that was intended to erase meniory.

Our first queslion may sound rhetorical: Why' remember, why remember at
all? Is not human nature oppOsed to keeping alive Memories.that hurt and

4. disturb? The more cruel the wound, the greater the effOrt to cover it, to hide
it beneath other wounds, other scars..Why then cling to unbearable memories
that may forever rob us of oeur sleep? Why not forget, turn the page, and
proclaim: let k reMain buried beneaththe dark nightniares of our
subconscious. Why not spare our.ohildien the weight of our collective burden
aild allow them to start their lives Jfree of Oocturnal obsessions and complexes,
free trf Auschwitz and its shadows?

I
These questions, Mr. Presidtht;.would not perhaps be devoid of merit if it

,were possible to extirpate the'Hoktcaust from historygnd make believe we can
forget. But it is not possible and. Wve cannot. Like it or not, the event must and
will dominate fulure events. 11ti Centrality in,the creativendeayors of our
contemporaries remaik unditimed. Philosophep and social scientists,
psychologists and moralists4heolOgians and artists: all have termed it a

.Uite 7233, 726 ,Oacktón Place,AW, Washington; D.C. 205.3
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watershed in the annals of mankind. What was comprehensible before
Treblinka is comprehensible no longer. After Treblinka, man's ability to copeip
with his condition was shattered; he was pushed to his limits and beyond.
Whatever has happened since must therefore be joidged in the light'of
Treblinka. Forgetfulness is no solution.

s.

Treblinka and Auschwitz, Majdanek and Belzec, Buchenwald and Ponar,
these and other capitals of the Holocaust kingdom must therefore be
remembered, and for several reasons. '

First, we cannot grant the killers a posthumo s victory. Not only did they
humiliate and.assassinate thetr vietims, they wfnted also to.destroy their
memory. They killed them twice, reducing th to ashes and then deltying
their deed. Not to remember the dead now w uld mean to becOme accomplices
to their Murderers.

Second,,we cannot deny the victims the fulfillment of their last wish; their
idee fixe to hear witness. What the merchant from Saloniki, the child from
Lodz, the rabbi from Radzimin, the carpenter from Warsaw and the scribe -
from'Vilna had in common' was the passion, the compulsion to tell the taleor
to enable someone else to do so. Every ghetto had its historians, every
deAthcamp its`chroniclers. Young andAd, learned and unlearned, everybody
kept diaries, wrote journals composed poems did prayers. They wanted to
remember and tine rememi .red. They wanted to defeat-the enemy's
oonspitacy'of silence, to com uhicate a spark of the fire that nearly consumed
their,generation, and, above I, to krve as warning to future generations.
Instead of looking with conte u mabkind that betruyed them, the
victims dreamed of redeemifig it wit theii own charred sOuls. Instead of
despairing of man and his possible salvation,"they put their faith in him.
Defying all logic, all reason, they opted for htimanity and chose to try, by
Means of their testimony, to save it from indifference that might result in the
ultimate catastrophe, the nuclear one.

- ,-

Third,fwe must remember for our own sake, for th4 sake of our own
humanly. Indifference to the victinis would result, inevitabjy,.in indifference
to ourselves, an indifferencelhat would ultimately no longer be sin but, in the
words of our Commissioner Bayard Bustin; "a terrifying curse" and its own
punishment. .s

The most vital lesson to be drawn from the Holocaust era is that Auschwitz
was possible because the enemy of the Jewish people and of mankindand it
is always the same enemysucceeded in dividing., in separating, in splitting
human society, nation against nation, Christian against Jew, young against
old. And not enough people cared. In Germany and other occupied countries,
mostspectators chose not to interfere with the killers; in other lands, too,
many persons chose to remain neutral. As a result, the killers killed, the
victims died, and the world remained world.

Still,,the killers could not be sure. In the beginning they made one move and
waited. Only when there was no reaction did they make another move and still

II 0



another: From racial laWs to medieval decrees, from illegal expulsions to the
establishment of ghettos and then,to the invention of deathcamps, the killers
carried out,their plahs only when they realized 'that the outside world simply
did not care about the Jewish victims. Soon after, they decided they coual do
theame thing, with equal impunity, to other peoples as well. As always, they
begin with Jews. As always, they did not stop with Jews alone.

Granted that we must remember, Mr. President, the next question your
Commission had to examine was whom are we to remember?,It is vital that
the American people come to understand the distinctive reality of the
Holocabst: millions of innocent civilians were tragically killed by the Nazis.
They must be remembered. However, there exists a .moral imperative for
special emphasis on the six million Jews. 'While not all victims were Jews, all
Jews were victims, destined for annihilation solely because they were born
Jewish. They were doomed not because of something they had done br
proclaimed or acquired but because of who they were: sons and daughters of
the,Jewish people. As such they were sentenced to death collectively and
individually as part of an official and "legal" plan unprecedented in the
annals of history.

During our journey to Eastern Europea full description of which is
attached (Appendix 11)the Commission observed that while Jews are
sometimes mentioned on public monuments in Poland, they were not referred
to in Russia at all. In Kiev's Babi Yar, for instance, where nearly MOO Jews
were murdered in September 1941, the word Jew is totally absent.from the
memorial inscriptions.

Our Commission believes thatbecause they were the principal target of
Hitler's Final Solution; we must remember the six million Jews and, through
Theni and beyond them, but never without them, rescue from'oblivion 01 the
men, women and cAddren, Jewish Und non-Jewish, who perished in those
years in the fOrestand camps of the kingdom of night.

The universality of the Holocaust lies in itisluniqueness: the Event is
esséntially JeWish, yet its interpretation is universal. It involved even distant

, nations andpersons who lived far away from Birkenau's flames or who were
horn afterwartf. ,

Our own country was also involved, Mr. President. The valiant Atiterican
nation fought Hitler and Fasciket and paid for its bravery and idealism with
.the lives of hundreds and thous1nds of its sons; Mir sacrifices shall not be

' forgotten. And yet, and yet, away from the battlefield, the judgment of history
will be harsh. Sadly but realistically, our great government was not without
blemish. One cannot but wonder what might have happened had the then
American President and his.advisors demonstrated concern and compassion by
appointing in 1942 or 1943 a Presidenes.Commissioin to,prevent the Holocaust.
How many victims, Jews and non-Jews, could have been saved had we
changed our immigration laws, opened our gates more widely, protested more
forcefully. We did not. Why not? This aspect of the Event must and will be
explored thoroughly and honestly within the framework of the Commission's
work. The decision to face the issue constitutes an act of moral courage worthy



of our nation.

The question of how to remeinber makes up the bulk of the Commission's
report. Memorial, museum, education, research, commemOration, action to
prevent a rectirrenee: these are our areas of concern. I hope that these
recommendations will be acceiiiable to you, Mr. President, reflecting as they
do the joint thinking of the.members of the Commission and its advisors over
a period of 7 months. .

During.that time, we held meetings and hearings and studied known 'and
hitherto undisclosed material. Our hope was to reach a consensus among our
diverse membership; which includes academicians and chic leaders, Christians
and Jews, native Americans and survivors from the deathcamps who found a
welcome and a refuge here and who now, is American citizens, enjoy the
priiileges of our democracy.

Special attention was paid to the opinions; views, and feelings of the
survivors, men andiwomen who know the problems from the inside and who
-ask for nothing more than the opportunity to show their ratitude. "Our
*adopted country was kind to us,V says Commissioner Sigmund Strochlitz,
"and we Wish to)repay in some way by helping to build a'strong and human
society based on equality and justice for all." Their willingness to share their_,
knowledge, their pain, their anguish, even their-agony, is Motivated solely by
their conviction that their survival 'was for a purpose. A survivor sees himself- _

or herself as_a_inessenger_and_guardian-of secretsgntrusted by the dead. A
survivor fears he or she may be the last to remember, the last to warn, the
last to tell the tale that cannot be told, the tale that must be told in its totality,
before it is too late, before the lost witness leaves the stage and takes his
awesome testimony back to the dead. - .

In the hope that you will enable this testimony.to be brought to the attention,
of the American people, and the world, I submit the attached report to you,
Mr. President.

Respectfully yours,
4

The Honorable Jimmy Carter
President of the United States
Washingtoq, D.C. 20500
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I. FUNCTIONING OF THE'COMMISSION .

On November 1, 1978, President Carter established the President's Comqiission

on the Holocaust and charged it with the responsibility to submit a report "with
respect to the establishment and maintenance of an appropriate memorial to
those who perished in the Holocaust, to examine the feasibility for the creation

and maintenance of the memorial through contributions by the American peo-
ple, and to recommend appropriate ways for the nation to commemorate April

28 and 29, 1979, which the Congress has resolved shall be 'Days of Remembrance

of Victims of the Holocaust.' "*

The Commission, chaired by Elie Wiese!, consisted of 34 members, including

survivors, lay- and religious leaders --of all faiths, historians and scholars, five
Congressnien and five Senators, and wig aided by a 27-person Advisory Board.

The Commission began its operations on January 15, 1979, hIding its first
meeting one month later on February 15. Subsequent to the first eeting, the
Commission divided into a series of working subcommittees: Museu and Mon- SI

ument, Secondary Education and .Curricu a, Higher Education añdResearch,
Human Rights, "Days .of Remembrance," Fact-Finding and Travel Mission, and

Funding. Each of the subcommittees, co-chaired by a member of the Commis-

sion and of thse.. Advisory Board, met to formulate and refine the CoMmission's
recommendatiOn5. All formulations were then presented to a meeting of the

Advisory Board on April 10 and to the Commission as a whole on April 24.

In addition, during the grst weeks of the Commission's life, suggestions were
solicited from thousands of Arnericans: survivor organizations and individual

survivors; a broad-range of civic, labor, and religious leaders; H,olocaust scholars

and educators; members of the Polish-American community who had been

subject to Nazi persecution as well as Armenian, Black, and other Americans

whose historic experience make them particularly sensitive to the issues raised

by the Holocaust.

In its surveys and dialogues, the Commission sought to formulate collectively

what qight constitute an appropriate national memorial to all those Who had

perishel in the Holocaust while still honoring the memory and identity of those

groups singled out for mass annihilation. In many respects, the recommendations
and proposals of the Conimission reflect the collective wisdom, gleaned from

*Exedutive Order Number 12093, dated November I. 1978. See Appendix A. Anlientical copy of

the Report was submitted to thr Secretary of the Interior a mandatO by the Executive Order.
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chscussion with a broad crosszsection ot individuals and groups.

During this formative period, several Congressmen held local hearings in theirdistricts on the work of the Commegsion, with testimony from scores of witnesses,
including surviyoys, teachers, clergymen, representatives of a- broad range of
community organizations,.civic and political _leaders, scholars, educatbrs, the-ologians, artists, and writers'. After the Commission hacl reached its preliminaryconclusions, addtional 'public hearings were held.

'Within the first 3 months the Commission plarihed many of the activitiesconducted during the Days of Remembrance and developed models for futurecommemorations of the Holocaust. The Days of Remembrance activities cul-minated in a National Civic Holocaust Commemoration Service held in theCapitol Rotunda on April 24, the interntionally recognized memorial dayfor theHolocaust (see Proposal 4)pr a report of nationwide activities).

The second Commission meeting was actually held on the Day of Remembr-ance, April 24. It refined the proposals of the various sOommittees, and thencharged the staff and committees to develop final trecommendations. On June7, the. Commission 'mca third time to consider the proposals; overwhelmingapproval was given to the reCommendations which make up the body of thisreport. Furthermore.* Commission decided fo undertake a fact-finding mis-sion, at the members personal expense, to sites *of Holocaust,annihilation andmemorials in Poland, the Soviet' Union, Denmark, and Israel. The purpose ofthe journey was threefold: to ascertain what other countries have done, to laythe foundation for future cooperatiou between the Commission and major mem-orial and scholarly ,institution to pay tribute to the tittims of the Holocaust
by visiting the places of theisrliraith and the shrines erected to their memory.(A report of the fact-finding mission is in Appendix B.)

2
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H. GOIDING PRINCIPLES
1_

, The Commission's efforts have been undertaken in the service of memory,
cith the conviction that in remembrance lie the seeds of transformation and

renewal. Throughout the Commission's work, two guiding principles have pro-
vided the philosophic-alrationale. They are: (1) the uniqueness of the Holocaust;
and. (2) the moral obligation to remember.

'

The Uniqueneks of the Holocaust
The Holocaust Was the systematic, bureaucratic extermination.or six million

Jews by the Nazis :and their collaborators as a central act of state during the
Second World WaX4 as night descended, millions of other peoples-Were swept _
into this net of death. It was a crime uniqu in the annals of human history,
different not only in. the quantity of violenc the sheetAumbers killedbut
in its manner and purpose as a mass crimina enterprise organized by the state -

against defenseless Civilian populations. Th decision was to kill- every Jew -

everywhere in Europe: the definition of Jew as target for death tran.seen ed all
boundaries. There is evidence indicating that the Nazis intended ultimately to .
wipe out the Slays and other pebples; had the war continued or had the' Nazis
triumphed, Jews might not have Teiriained the final victims of Nazi genocide,
but they were certainly its first. .

The concept of the annihilation ot an entire people,. as distinguished troqi..
their subjugation, was unprecedented; never before in human history had geqp
ocide been an all-pervasive government policy unaffected by territorial or eco-
nomic advantage and Anchecked by moral orMigious constraints. Ordinarily,
acts of violence directed by a. government against a populace are related to
perceived needs of national security or geographic expansion, with ,hbstilities
diminishing after the enemy surrenders. In the case of the Nazis, however.,
violence was intensified after subjugation, especially in Poland and Other parts
of Eastern Europe, against all the subjugated populations. Telis were particular
targets despite the fact that they possessed no army and were not an integral
part of the military struggle. Indeed, the destruction frequentlytconflicted with'
andrtook priority over the war effort. Trains that-could havelNen, used to,carry.'
mtOitions to the front or to retrieve injured soldiers were diverted for the.
transport of victims to the death camps. Even after the Nazi defeat ion Ike,
Russian front, when it became evident that the Germans had .lost the ,war, the
killings west intensified in a last desperate attemppNat complete annihilation.
Clearly, genocide was an end in itself independent of-the requisites of War.

?4\
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In the Nazi program of genocide. Jews were the primary victims exterminated
not for what they were but foc the fact that they were Jews: (In the Nuremberg
Decree of 1935, a Jew .was definsvol.by his grandpaients: affiliation. Even con-
versión-to Christianity Aid not affect the Nazi definition.) While Gyp-sies,were

-killed throughout Europe. Nazi plans fdt theirextermination- were never -com-
pleted nor fully implemented. Flowever, Naii"plans- for the annibilatiiin of Eu-
rppean Jewvmere not only completed Mg thorougttly implemented, Many Polish-
children, whose parents were Oled Were slibjected to forced Germanizatioh
that is, adOption by Germao families.and assimilatiOn into German culture
yet Jewish,-.children were offered no such alternative to death.

.. . . -.
. The-1461:Ocaust was-snot A throwback to medieval torture,m archaic barbarism

but a thoroughly .modern expression of bUreaucratic organization, industrial
management, scientific achievement, mid teChnological.sophistication. The en%
-tire apparatu 'of the German bureaucracy was marshalled in ihe service of the
extermination process. The churches and health ministries supplied birth records
to define and isolate Jews; tbe-po9t office delivered tatements of -finition,
expropriation, denaturalization., and deportation; tlie ecbnomic M. istry con-
fiscated Jewigh wealth and 'property; the universities denied deCv. h student
admission and degrees While dismissing Je*yish faculty; German in stry. fired
Jewish_ workers, officers, 'board members and disenfranehised. J ish stock-
holders.; government,travel buieads coordinated schedules and t4lling proce:
dures for the railroads which carried the victims to their (laths_

".

_

The-Process of extermination itself 1.0s bureaucratically systematic. Following
the mob destruction of Kristallnacht, a pogrom.in -November 1938 in which at
least 366Jews were killed, 20,000 a'rresteti, thousarof Jewish businesses looted
and burned, and hundreds/of synagogues vandalized, random acts of violelft.e
were replaced by organized, passionless operations. Similarly, the angry, riotous
actions of the S.A. gave way_to the disciplined, professional procedures of the
S.S_, which by 1943 had substituted massive, impersonal factories of extermi-
nation for the earlier mobile killing_anit. The location and operation of the
camps were based on calculations of accessibility and cost-effectiveness, the
trademarks of mOdera business practice. Gerinan corporations actually profited
from'the industry of death. Pharmaceutical firms, unrestricted by fear of side
effects, tested drugs en camp inmates, and companies competed for contracts
to build ovens or supply gas for extermination. (Indeed, they were even con-
cerned with protecting the patents for their products) German engirfeers work-
ing for Topf and Sons supplied one camp alone with 46 ovens capable of burning
.5(X) bodies an hour.

**-

Adjacent to the extetmination camp at Auschwitz lias a privately owned,
corporately sponsored concentration camp called I. G. Auschwitz, a division of
I. G, Farben. This multi-dimensional, petro-chemical complex brought human

_slavery to its ultimate perfection by reducing human beings to consumable raw
siate"rtals; from which all mineral life was systematically' drained before the
bodies were recycled into the Nazi war economy; gold teeth for The treasury,
hair for mattresses, ashes for fertilizer. In their relentless search for the leaSt
expensiVe and most efficient means of extermination, 'German scientists 'exper-
imented with a variety of gasses until they discovered the insecticide Zyklon B,
which cou1d4ill 2,000 persons in less than 30 minutes at a coy of one-half-cent
per body. Near the end of the war, in order to cut expenks and save gas, "cost-
aceountant considerations" led to an order to place living children directly into
the ovens or throw them into open burning pits. The same .type of ingenuity
and control that facilitates modern industrial development was rationally applied
to the roceA of destruction..



buring previous centuries, excess popplations were alleviated through emi-
ration to less populated regions, but by11926 the frontiers had recesled and the

.. New Wort(' no longer absorbed the overflow from the Old. When Germany
could not ship out a population she wished tweliminate (no Country was willing
to aceept Jews).she took the next Aal step and sent them'up in smpke. In a
world of increasing-over-population, the inclination to doplkate the Nazi option
and once again extermiqate millions of people remaint a hideous threat. The
ctirse of the. Holocaust is a dire warning. . .

,

the olocaust cotld not have occurred without the collapse of certaia reli-
io norms; increasing secularity fueled a devaluation of the image of the

an being created in the likeness of God. Ironically, although religious per-
ectives Contributed to the growth of anti-Semitism and the choice bf Jelksas

ictims, only in a modern secular age did anti-Semitism lead to annihilation.
Other aspects of moslern dehumanization contributed to the Holocaust, notably

--the -splitting of the human personality whereby men co Id murdçr children by
.day.,and1 be loving husbands and fathers at nrght. Th divisi of labor that
separated complete operatiohs into fractiods of the wh4 pè4hitted thousands
to participate in a maNive bureaucrdcy of 'death without f4ling responsible.
For example., Adolf Eichmann,'who supervised the ,roundu of Jews for de-
portation, could claim he never personally killed a single perpn; emPloyees

. could insist they,did not know what they were doingvxecutioners cOuld explain
they Were only 'following orders.

._ Whether-the-product of technology or a reaction against it, the horror of the
Holocaust is inextricably linked to the conditions of orir time. By studying the
Holocaust, we hope to help immunize modern man against the diseases partic-
ular to the twentieth century which led to this monstrous aberratiOn.

The Moral Obligationto Remember .....s.-6--

The Ameritan philosopher George Santayana has warned that those who
forget history are condemned to repeat it. The Holocaust reveals a potential
pathology at the heart of Western civilization together with the frightening
consequences of the total exercise of power. Remembering can instill caution,,
fortify restraint, and profect against future evil or indifference. The sense of
outrage in the face of the, Holocaust expressed in the declaration "Never
Again"neither to the JeWish people nor to any Other peoplemust be in-
formed by an understanding of what happened and how. ,

Although we have no guarantees that those who remember will not repeat
higtory, the fairure to remember the past makes repetition more likely. Nothing
more dearly illustrates 'this claim than Hitler's alleged responge to those in his
government who feared international oposition.to genocide. "Who remembers
the Armenians? " he asked. Indifference to that earlier twentieth-century at-
tempt at genocide may well have fortified those who later questioned the impact
of extemination if not its wisdom or necessity. Conversely; memory can avert
future Mors. Perhaps it is no accident that the government official most re-
sponsible for a fundamental shift in American policy toward the plight of the
Jews, former Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr., was the son of
the Ambassador to Turkey during the Armenian massacre, in World-War I. It
was at the behest of Secretary Morienthauithat a report was- prepared for the
President on the murder of the Jews.

To rethember the Hol.ocaust is to sensitize ourselves to-its critical political
tessons. Nazism was facilitated by the breakdown of democracy, the collapse
of social and economic cohesion, the decline of human solidarity, and an erosion
of faith in the political leadership and in the ability of democratic governments
to function. Recalling these danger signals intensifies our concern for the health

4 5



of the body politic and the p- rocesses of democracy, the forms of goveinment;
and the importance of human and social values.

S.

By remem6ering the excesses that Marked the Nazi era,e_can learn again
the importan& of limits, of checks and balances. We can Ilso learn that 'a
democratic gbyernment must ftinekion and perform basic services and that hu-
man rights must be protected within the law. We can renew our.appreciation
for moral and philosophical guidelines, for the need to consider the human,cost
of scientific experimentation. We can strengthen our belief in inalienable in-
dividual -lights. We can also come to understand that a universalistic ethic un-
balanced by 'respect for particular variation is ultimately tyrannical. Tolerance
for ethnic diversity and pluralism can be enhanced.

But remembering is not easy for either individual or group. Confronting the
Holocaut threatens to sear our souls and challenge our perceptions, dur com-
placency. It introduces a tone of somberness and tragedy into human,discourse
and heightens our awareness of the precariousness and vulntrabikty of life. Not
onlythas the moral landscape of human reality been altered by the Holocaust,
but ,the acceleration of technolOgy and nuclear power now threaten human,
existence itself. By focusing on the dangers inherent in the ends and means of
a technological, bureaucratic society, study of.the Holocaust and its implications
can encourage a renewal of .commitmcnt to sanity and humanity.

Americans have a distinct responsibility to remember the Holocaust. Millions.
of our citizens had direct family ties with its victims, our armies liberated many
concentration camps and helped rehabilitate their iningtes, and many thousands
of survivors have since made their homes in this country. On the negative side,
although the United States assumed a leadership role in rehabilitation after the
war, our failure to provide adequ'ate refuge or rescue until 1944 proved disastrous
to millions of Jews.

In a 1944 memo presented to the President, senior officers of the Department
of the Treasury accused State Pepartment officials of neglect and acquiescence:.

[State Department officials] have not only failed to use the Government
machinery at their disposal to rescue Jews from Hitler. hut have even gone
so far as to use this Governmental machinery to prevent the rescue of these
Jews.

They have not only failed to cooperate, with private organizations in the
efforts of these organizations to work out individual programs 6,1f their own,
but have takemsteps designed to prevec these Programs from being put
into. effect.

They not only have failed to facilitate the.obtaining of information con-
cerning Hitler s plan to exterminate the Jews of Europe but in their officiN1
capacity have gone so far as to surreptitiously attempt to stop the obtaining

.of information concerning the murder of the Jewish population of Europe..

They have tried to cover up their guilt by:
(a) concealment and misrepresentation;
(h) tlfe giving of false and misleading explanations for their failure,s to

act and their attempts to prevent action; and



.

(c) the issuance of false and misleading statements concerning the "ac-
tion" which they have taken to date.* .

The preceding memo was written at the height of thewar, when the .industries

of death were working 24 hdurs a day to eliminate EuropeaJewry, yet there
was still time to s. ve Hungarian Jews. The document markft1 a turning-point-

in Amerkan polic e. oward the Holocattst for it moved the President tti-appoint

the War Refugee Boa d. Prior to entering,the war, the Vnitedtates had reActed

toNazi atrocities wi guarded outrage and quiet diplanacy.";Many isolationists

had Considered the pi treatment of Jews a German dOrnestic matter. When

emigration was still -part of khe Nazi vplach 'to the Jewisquestion. American
officials erected patier walls by tigidly (nforcing both qtiota. regulations and

obscure requirements of,the immigration laws nui.as to minimize the number of
persons admitted to our shores. Jev;ish children were summarily denie3 admis-

-sion or any form of preferential treatment. American consular officers demanded

that immigration-applicants produce certificates of good chaiact6r friatn their

government at the very time that the Nazis considered Jew4shness itself briminaL.

The American.principle'of separatidn 41 church and state., which hlin6our laws

to the religious affiliation of indivkluals, found ironic miwplication. Instead.

of being recognized as refuge6s, German Jews were considered citizens of a

bostile nation and were thus excluded.

Government conferences on world conditions issued ublic utterances of dis-

pleasure toward the Nazis, hut such pronouncements on. y diffused public pres-

sure, giving the appearance of .action rather than substantively altering thei.

situation. The international conference held in 1938 at Evian demonstrated the
unwillingness-of the nations involved to receive JewS. The United States refused

to relax its immigration laws or to borrow on future quotas., Great Britain failed

to open the doors of Palestine to immigrants., Canada, Argentina, France, Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, and Panama were also among 32 nations unwilling to come

to the rescUe pf the victimized Europeans. Ships of refugees seeking haven were

turned away from, port after port while the Nazis viewed the world's response

as tacit compliance if rlent assent to their policies.

Failures of-communication included the State Department's closing of secured

embassy lines to private organizations, thus blocking the transmission of vital

information confirming the existence of extermination camps and the plans to
exterminate all the Jews. The State and War Departinents displayed po rec-

ognition of the fact that the Holocaust was distinct from the general German

:war effort. Eyewitness accounts, reports from informed sources, and oft-re-

. peated Nazi pledges to exterminate the Jews were not integrated, analyzed and

internalized to lorm a basis of action.

During the work of this Commission, the controversy as to why Auschwitz

was not bombed by the Allies was raised once asain. Considering the documents

that have been made avilable recently, a mon k. thorough analysis of American

policy can now be undertaken. It' we are to he responsive tO crises in the future,

an examination of the errors, the value judgments and reasoning processes that

led to decisions may be useful.

America did play a major role in bringing Nazi criminals to justice. Herbert

Pell, thy United States representative to thv War Crinws Commission, was the

*Januar.), 13, 1944, "Report to the Secretary on the Acquiescence of This Government to the Murder

of the Jews," Henry Morgenthau Diaries. Book 693, pp. 212-229, located in the Franklin 15elano

Roosevelt Library. This report was later edited,and retitled Ity Secretary Morgenthau, "PersonV

Report to the President,- Henry Morgenthau Diaries, Book 694, pp. 194-202.
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driving force 6ehind the American assent to chaOge war criminals with crime
against hilmanity. The Nuremberg trials represent.. a new internattonal Moral
sMndard for Ihey reflect (he convictiOn, that each individual is responsible for
his actions elen in times of war.

.

Americans recognized early the need to
ztonfront

and remember the Holo-
. caust. enera1 Dwight D. 'Eisenhower ingisted that the cdncentration camps be

fully ocumented and photographed, and General George S. Patton demanded
that Germans in surrounding towns be forced to visit the scenes of the Nazis
murders. For more than 6 years following the war, American soldieis mailiged
the displaced persons camps, aiding in the suvivors recovery. These nd similar
efforts"were amonohe most honorable in Our nation's chr.on . ur afmed
forces witnessed not only the depths Of despair and depravity bpt.the resurgence
of-thp human spirit, the \yearning to live in.freedom.

In reflecritig on the HolocaUst, we confrOnt not only a collapse in human
civilization but also the causes, processes, and consequences of that, collapse.
AS we analyze:the: Ainerican record, we can study our triuriiphs as well as our
failures so as'to defeat radical evil Aid strengthen- Our democracy.

-19)
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III. PROPOSALS 'AND PROJECTS: SPECIFIC
. RECOMMENDATIONS,

J.
1.

Because of the magnitulde of the Holocaust., its scope and the critd1 issues,

it raises, fhe Commissiod recommends esiablishment of a living'memorial that
will speaic not only of the victim§' deaths but of their lives, a merhorial that can

transform the jivitig by transmittiing die legacy 'Of the Holocaust. ,

%

41 Theicominission reccimmends that the tbree 'components of such "a living

I' men-milli be:
1 . A memoriallmuseum

a
2. An educational foundation \

. 3. 4 Committee on Conscience 4 4

1

4

While a monument alone may commemorate the victims.' no striicture can

fully reveal the process that cyl1iiThed in extermination:cnor can it document

the awesome diniensions of t crime' or analyze its causes and implications.

While no monument. in and f itself can speak to the present or inform the

future, the Commission does recommend the erection of a physical structure as

. a setting for a living memorial.

1. National H9locaust MemoriallMuseum

The Commission recommends that- a National Holocaust Memorial/ Museum

. be erected.in Washington,. D.C. The mitseum must he ofsymbitlic and artistic

beauty, visually and emotionally »loving .in accordance witethe so emn na-

ture, of the Holocaust.. PI
,

The Commission Jroposes 'thar the museum become a Federal institution,
perhaps an auton mous bureau of .theSrniths' ()nuns Institution offering ex-,
tension services tç the public, to scholars, and to other institutions. .

,

The museum wo prfesent the HOlocaust through pictorial accounts, films, iN

and other visuaq exhibits within a framework that is not merely reportorial

but analytic, e ouraging refleetion and qutstioning. Furthermore, the mu-
seum would p ovide a fluid rnediuM in aChich to apply historical events to
contemporary omplexities; resentations would not be static butdesigned

to elicit an evgllving understan RePent technological innovations in coin-

puters and iiformation bunks now make it possible for museum, visitors to
become actit4 learnerOnd inimirers.

9
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Museum exhibits would focus .on the six million Jews exterminated in theHolocaust and milliohs of other Octims. Changing displays would allow foremphasis on areas of current concern.

Special emphasi,s'would also be plactd,on the Americpn aspect of the Holo-caustthe absenee-of American-raponse (exclusion of iefugees, denials ofthe Holocaust, etc.), the American liberation of the camps, the reception ofsurvivors after 1945, the lives rebuilt in this country and their contributionto American society and civilization, the development of a neW sensitivity tothe Holocaust, and the growing respect, for the multi-ethnic, multi-dimen-
sional aspects of Ameriean culture. Also incorporated would be thq liff andculture of the" vktims and not just the destruction process. SimiArly, themuseum would, depict the extrardinary efforts to preserve human dignity

i e
and life duri7 the H6locaust, the heroic reststance efforts, and the responseof renewed l afkr the Event.

The museum wo-u41' house a library, an archive of Holocaust materials.
computer linkage to existing centers of Holocaust documentation, and-areference staff ,Such facilities would enable ,both the general public, andspecialjzed scholars to study the record of the Holocaust. Conference rooms,tecture hall, and dudiovisual equipment Would also be provided.

While/Me Commission has reached no specific conclusions as to the "exact/
programtnatic content of the museumsuch conclusions await the creative
imagination.of designers, planners, and architects working in coo 'ratioh withscholars and survivorsit has formulated guidelines for the substa tive themesto be conveyed.

Life as Well as DOA: The museum is to treat the existence and culture ofthe Jews of Europe before and during the vhi.r.,..their religious practices, theirsocial arid political convictions, and their econornic character as well as thecultures of other peoples exterminated by the.Nazis in ordemo recreate a visionof the world that was lost.

The Universal and the Parricidal.: The Jews were Hitler's primary victimsagainst whom the total fury of the Holocaist wag unleashed: lo dilute or deny,this reality would be to falsify it in the name of misguided universalism. SinceJews were not the only people to suffer and since others perished for their .convictions orAffiliatiofts, kir their nationality or race in the machinery of death
initially designed for the destruction of Jews, the Commission recommends thatthe Museum incorporate,displays ou the Poles, the Gypsies, and other exter-minated groups. Similarly, the museum should speak of the heroic individuals
and groups of many nations who asked their freedom end their lives to saveJews from arrest and exterminatione.g., the Danish people whose noble efforts
resulted in the rescue of 92 percent of the Jewish population of Denmark, andof Raoul Wallenberg, the ,Swedish diplomat assigned to Hungary who saVed30,000 Hungarian Jews. The breakdown of human solidarity must also, be pre-stilted, the betrayals, the failure of some underground movements to provide
arms for resistance, the collaboration 'of some local populations with the Ger-
mans to isolate and execute Jews, and the cooperation of leadership.

The universal implications of the Holocaust challenge Western civilizationand modern, scientific tulture. What threatened one people in the past couldrecur to threaten another people or, indeed, all humanity.

The American Experience: Since the museum is to ,be a national institution,it should deal with the American role during World War II. This includes
10
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American accomplishments, such as the War Re gee Board which saved thou-
sands, the military successes that led to liberatio of the conce9tration camps,
the reception of suvivors, and the support for a wish homeland; but it must

also confront our nation's failures. The.museum s uld deal, for example, with
the inability of people to believe that the Holocaust s happening or to translate
info,rmation int6` effective aCtion.

-

An Vnderstandintof the Holocaust: The museu.1 hould trace the roles of
the bystanders as well as the perpetrators and victim delving into such issues

as the colla se of the Weimar Republit, the rise of N. ism, the reasons for the

choice of t e Jew. as principal victim. It should eluc ate the mecianisms of

oci 1. control and psychological manipulation perfected,by the Nazis.

n: "the Commission resolved that the memorial should be built in

.W. n, D.C., the capital of the country and the seat of government, for

the Aids, to be, presented by it affect all Americans, raising fundamental

questi abottt government, the abuses of unbridled power, the fragility of

social institutions the need forlikponal unity, and die functioning of govern-

ment By reminding us of the potential for violence in human society, the
musellitn can contribute to a strengthening of the democratic ilrocesses.

erso.

Model: When the Commission inquired as to an ippropriate location for the
memorial within the framework of current governmental activities, an inde-

pendent institution and/or autonomous bureau of the Smithsonian Institution
were presented as possible models. ibri adOtidnfo offering displays, the memo-
rial/museum could parallel other services offered by theiSmithsonum and other
Federally sponsored institutions. For example, the plan to sponsa curricida
development. and dther educational programs (see page 12 ) might be analogous
to those of the Alliance for Education in the Arts, a program of the John F.
Kennedy Center for the PerformiRg Arts which offers school systems throughout%

the nation a wide variety of optreach programs. The archival resources proposed

-for the memorial/museum could, like the Kenhedy Center library, be -linked to

the Library of Congress and thus be enabled to provide.research facilities and

informational retrieval systems servicing both the casual Student and the serious

scholar. Like the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, another
bureau of the Smithsonian, the memorial Might also become a center of learning

hosting conferences and stimulating Holocaust-related research. In the manner
of the National Gallery of Art, it could also assist local museums and resource
centers throughout the country in planning and developing Holocaust presen-
tations. The relationShip betweettinstitutions and the,memorial/museum would

be one of cooperation and mutual nourishment, with the national center playing

a central cooperative foie. a, 6

.
An association with the Smithsonian Institution either as an autonomous

bureau.or in a cooperative workingrelationship is desirableby 'virtue of a shared

concern. Dedicated to the diffusion of knowledge among men4 its' various di-

vision's celebrate the triumphant achievements of human history and creativity:

the evolution of the human species (The National Museum of Natural History),-

the increasing tiuman control of environment (The National Museum of-History

and Technology), the aesthetic genius of the human imagination (The National

Collection of Fine Arts and the Hirshhorn Museinn and Sculpture Garden), and

the extension of the bonndaries of human civilization to the skies and, outer

space GThe National Air and Space Museum).

If the present branches of the Smithsonian represent the accomplishments of

civilization, the- Holocaust illuminates an alternate ditnension of human expe-
lience, os welt as the power of life to resist and renew itself. The Holocaust

11



raises basic questions about hu'man nature and its capacity for evil. The fact that,
this process of destruction was committed by orie of the most cultured and
techno,Ficilly advanced societies adds a soMber dimension to the progressof
humanity celebrated by the Smithsonian. TIN connection of the memorial/mu-
scum with the various parts of the Smithsonian would allow the prcsentation

.-of a more complete picture tif civiliiatiOn, a greater vision of its promises and
dangers.

2. Educational Foundation
The Commission recommends that there be inch:ded a!vpart of a Holocaust
memorial an Educational Foundation dedicated to the pursuit of educational
work thiough grants, extension services, joint projects, research and explo-
ration of issues raised by the Holocaust for all areas of human knowledge
and public policN.

.

The Foun shouldstimuldte and support sach ork in all slections of
the country within existing programs, both academic and edutational, as.well
as within the network of institutions that deal with the Holocaust. The'Ed-
ucational Foundation should also assist with tff development of .appropriate
curticula and resource material while working cOoperatively withthose school
systems which Osh to implement the study of the HoMoaust. The Washington
center would function als6 as a clearinghouse for the exchange ofinformation.

To implement the conviction of the Commission that Ahe study of the Hol-
ocaust become part of the curriculum in every school fystem in the country,
the Foundation should include various stipport systems, financial aid, eval-
uation' of Holocaust' courses presently Offered in public and private schools,
consortia, conferences. teacher;training workshops, and summer institutes
for educators and scholdrs. 4

In the area of higher ducation, the Foundation should make available to
scholars and graduwe students fellowships for research and travel as well as
matching grants for inpitutions or faculty who work with students. Other
activitie. to he coordinated by the Educational Foundation would involve
project funding, translations into English of important works in many lan-
guages and a visiting faculty program.

The Comthission recommends Mat a publishing program he part of the
hhicational Foundation, ith priority given to out-of-print classics, new
works of special' merit; survivors' acwunts, and do'Cumenlary or photo-
graphic publitation. Emphasis should also be placed on scholarly studies

ar'e essential to an understanding of the Holocaust bur which are not
commercially viable. - .

,
, Finally, in recognition rof the powerful educational role of the media, the

Foundation shaaldoffer development grants and prizes for work in,the arts;
literature, and the media.

Because of the Commission's conviction that the teaching of the Holocaust
is a critical dimensidn of the living memorial, the Educational FOundation is
proposed to complement the Museum by helping and encouraging the intro-
duction of the study of the Holocaust in junior and senior high schools and
universities, as well as by stimulatingthe develOpment of resources for such
teaching and study. Further, the Educational Foundation would encourage re-
search on the Holocaust and promote.the intetaction of scholars-and educators.
12 21



The Educational Foundation evould confine itself to developmental and sup-

'portive functio9s. Standard history and otherjextbooks can be enaitiaged to
deal.with the Holocaust as a shbstantive part of their veatment of World War

Teacher-training is another major area for the Educational Foundation, a
need,intensified by the growthn the number of colleges and secondary schOols

teaching the Holocaust. Within the past' 5 years, course offerings have increased

* fifty-folcl-eand it is estimated that by 1985.over a thousand school systems will

offer specific courses. While the subject of the HolOcaust is now handled on-the

college level within a variety of departmentsliterature, history, philosophy
religion, psychology, and sociologythere is only one graduate program in

- Holocaust studies anywhere in the United States: Temple. University, which

offers a Ph.D. in religiim with a specialty in the Holocabst.. Many university

.and high school teacherS assigned to teach the Holbcaust courses would profit

from more adequate preparation.
.

... . .
.

The availability of teachinveIources during this sensitive stage in the de-
velopment of Holbcaust studies cOuld have a beneficial effect on the projects

undertaken and help.'set standards in the.field. New materials could be widely

disseminated.

While trie,grdwing interest in the- Holtocaust has'evoked the publication of

scores of new books in recent years, research funds are still very scarce. Through .

its financial support, the Foundation could stimulate research and publications

in the field. Through its archive and library facilities, equipped with intormation

\---retrieval systems, it could facilitate access to scholarly material from centers
roughout the world.

' The Commission recommends that the Foundation also be charged with fund-

ing oral history projects of surAors living in America as well as of American

-soldiers who helped liberate concentration canips. This uniquely American as-

pect of the Holocaust will be lost with the pbssage of time and the death of those

witnesses if such projects are not initiated soon. While some attempts have-been

made,te.g., the .oral history projects of the Center for Holocaust Studies,

Emory University and the American Jewish Committeethese undertakings
have been handicapped by limited resources and the absence of a coordinating

repository for materials.

The Foundation coUld also sponsor or co-s onsor social science reSearch on

the effects of trauma on survivors and their chil4zn. It might also commission

musical or artistic activities relating to the Holocaust and offer creative input

to improve the quality of media presentations on the Holocaust.

3. Committee on Conscience
. ,

The Commission recommends that a Committee on Conscience coMposed

of distinguished moral leaders in America he appointed. This Committee

would receive reports ofgenocige (actual tYr potential) anywhere in the world.

In the event of any outbreak, it would have access to the President, thc

Congress, and the public in order to alert the national conscience, influence

policy makers, and stimulate worldwide action to bring such acts to a halt.

Of all the issues addressed by the Commission, none Was as perplexing or as

urgent as the need to insure that such a totally inhuman agsault- as the Holo-

caustor any partial version thereofnever recurs. The Commission was bur-
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4
dened by the knowledge that 35 years of pogt-Holocaust history testify to how
little has been learned.' Only a.conscious, concerted attempt to learn from past
errors can prevent recurrence to any racial, religious, ethnic, or national group.
A memorial unresponsive to the futuce would also violate the memory of the
paSt.

In the years following the HolocaOst, Americans repeatedly explained: "We
didn't know. We didn't understpil the magnitude of the-problem. If only we
had known, somethinig would have been done,' Trusting in the moral respon-
siveness of Ale American people and other peciples throughout the world, the
Commission feels that the tas1 now is to comidat silence and ignorance; if evil
cannot be totally eliminated, it may at least be alleviated.

The Commission recognizes that genocide Was both a legal and political del-
.

Minion. It knows well the potential for the politicization of a Committee on
Conscience, but the risks are worth taking if such 4 body can provide maximal
exposure for dangerous developinents. raising, in one scholar's words.,an "in-
stitutional scream to alert the conscience of the world and Spark public outcry.
Open hearinss could be instituted in the event of m r offenses against peOpks,
so that early reports of atrocities would'not be suppress d. as they were be4tween
1941 and 1943.

The Caripmittee on ConscienceNould not duplicate the roles of existing human
rights agNcies,'whether national or international, but would concentrate upon
genocidal situations, transmitting information and advocating strong action on
the part of the United States, other countries, or the United Nations.

, To explore the potential for preventive action, as an example, the Chairman,
of the President's Commission on the Holocaust traveled to Argentina this

, summer to witness first-hand the massive human rights violations that have been
reported. Because of regretable State Department unresponsiveness, the scope
of the Chairman's contacts-were litnited. Valuable information, however, was
obtained.

The Boat People further illustrate the unique rdle that the Committee on
Conscience can play. Speaking for the Commission, the Chairman appealed
directly to the President of the United Sta4es to. intervene on their behalf. He
was also named to the delegation at the international conference at Geneva, in
which role he was able to help bring about inteenational relkictivities. This
is not to prtItume that the Commission is, or would be the lone v ice to redress
an outrage; the media, by the persistence of its reporting, has continually focused
attention on the plight of th.g Boat People. Yet the voices which spoke out of
the experience of the Holocaust resonated with special authenticity. By being
reminded of Evian (a conference of 32 nations held in 1938 that failed to rescue
the Jews when Hitler flung that challenge in the world's face), the recent Geneva
Conference on the Boat People was sensitized to the price of inaction. Because
of the Administration's aWareness of the failures of the past, the Vice President's
somber address invoking ,the spectre of Evian commanded great urgency. He
said:

Our children will deal harshly with us if we fail. The conference at 'Evian
41 years ago ook place amidst the siime comfort and beauty we enjoy at
our own deli rations today. One observer at those proceedings7-moved
by the co st hetwcentke setting and the tasksaid this:

"Th e poor people and these great principles seem so far away. To
e who has attended other conferences on Lake Geneva. the most
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-striking thing on the eve of this one is that the atmosphere is so much,
like the others."

Let us not be like the others. Let us renounce that legacy of shame. Let.
us reach beyond metaphor. Let us honor the moral principles we inherit.

Let us do some-Al/itmeaningful---something- profoundto stem this rmis-
. .

ery. We face a world problem. Let us fashion a world solution,

History will not forgive us if we fail. History w' Inot forget us if we succeed.t
e

4. Dhjis of Remembrance
The Commission recommends that the Days of Remembrance-of Victims of

the Holocaust be proclaimed in perpetuity to be held annually, commencing

on the Sunday of (or preceding) ,the internationally recognized Holocaust
Commemoration Day.

The mmission further recommends that the Holocaust Memorial be

chargefi in its charter with the continuing responsibility to develop means of

corn tinning the Days of Remembrance. This mandate is integrpl to the

work f the proposed Holocaust Memorial.

The Piesident charged the Commission to implement the Congressional res-

olution calling for the observance of April 28 and 29, 19,79. as "Days of Re-

membrance." The authorswanted the observance "to occur on days when
Americans worship in the churches and synagogties of the nation, to coincide

with the internationally recognized Holocaust Commemoration .Day, and to
mark the anniversary of a significant American involvement in the Holocaust,
namely, the liberation of Rachau by American troops," Mindful of the legislatiiie

intent and the task of commemorating events so shattering as to defy description,

the Commission extended the commemoration to a week-long period.so as to

include the internationally recognized Holocaust Commemoration Day.

The programs initiated by the Commission were built on the foundntion of

two decades of commemoration activities, intensified this year by governmental
involvement. Given the limited resources of the Commission. the number of

activities were restricted to those capable of providing models for Int= years.
Working on its own and in cooperation with several states, communities, and

national organizatre, the Commission organized the following Activities:

1. National Civi olocaust Comihemoration Service in the Capitol Rotunda.
President Carter led the leaders of the nation and invited guests in a
memorial service that included music from the Holocaust sung by the
Atlanta Boy Choir, a Presidential address, remarks by the Vice President,

an address by the Chairman of the COmmission, a candle-lighting cere-

mony, and appropriate prayers. .

2. In the State of Minnesota. a model for st'ate observances, with the help

of fhe local community- and the state leaders, programs included:

a. An exhibit of Holocaust art in the Interchurch Center of Minikesota.

b. Arconference and teacher,workshop, featuring Professor Raul Hilberg

as the keynote-speaker and scholar in residence, on "The Implications
of the Holocaust for Western Society."

c. A state civic ceremony similar fo the national geremony. held in, the

state capitol with an address by the Governor afid a 'Commissioner.

15
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d. An:ecumenical. Christian service of commemoration with the partici-
pation of all major Christian churches.

e. A Jewish service of commemMlion-with the participation of all the
local 'synagogues of Minneapolis-St. Paul.

f: A series of _documentaries and Holocaust films shown slatewide on
public and network television.

3.. Other Activities: Similar statewide aclivities were held in Connecticutond
New Jersey with a member of the Commission or its Advisory Board
participating in the services at the state capitoK

'The Commission also patticipated in the largest Holocaust commemoration
Service in North America ,held annually in New York. City, organized by theWarsaw Ghetto Resistance Orgonization arkq sponsored by other surviwors'
organizations. Over 25,00()-people attettded.

Th.e Commission also joined in a Holocaust commemoration service at the
National Cathedral in Washingtqn. D.C.. at which Senator Jolin Danforth, art'ordained t. piscopal minister, was the guest preacher. A special liturgy and litanyt.
welt composed for the occasion which was shared with all Episcbpal ministers -throughout the United States.

As a-model for future observances, the Commission has worked the Cityof Sommerville, Massachusetts, on a series.of commemorative and educational
assemblies in its high schools, featuring films and talks by survivors. The Com-
mission also assisted the National Educational Television network with' the
klection of appropriate documentary films related to the Holocaust for broad-,
cast throughout the commemorative week,

The Commission's views regarding the Days of Remembrance directly reflect
this year's experience. Foremost among its proposals is that these days become
a part of the national calendar. The international Holocaust commemoratkin
day falls On the 27th of Nisan by the lunar calendar, a date that never conflicts
with either Easter or Passover; the week Of Remembrance should begip on the
preceding Sabbath.

5. Additional Recommendations
The following recommendations for governmental action are offered by the

Commission as appropriate forms of remembering the victims of the Holocaust:

a. Raiification of the Genocide Convention:
The Commission joins with the President of the United States in urgitig
the Senate to ratify the Genocide Convention.

The Genocide Convention itself was the outgroWth of the worldwide moral
revulsion upon the revelation of the full enormity of the Holocaust. The Com-
mission believes that the knowledge that perpetrators.will be held responsible
for the crime of genocide can play some role in preventing such acts in the
future. Moreover, the punishment of criminals involved in the genocidal activ-
ities of World War II was criticized on the grounds that genocide was not

. .recognized as a crime by international law prior to 1939.

b. erosecutive of Nazi War Criminals in America:
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The Commission recommends direct governm'ental intervention to:
1) Assure high priority to the investigation ?Ind, if warranted, prosc-

cution of Nazi war criminal§ America.'
2) InSure adequate funds and, staffing for the Office of Special Inves;

tigator charged with the prosecution of accused Nazi w'ar chminals
in Our

3) Assign experienced trial lawyers tb the prosecution staff
4) Insist that government agencies render acceSsible all relevant recordsany..testimony. 1
.5) Exert diplomatic influence to..4,1sure the cooperation of other ov-

ernments in obtaining Materials pertaining to ongoing invesu anons
and trials of alleged Nazi war criminals.

,

Since the end of Worfd War 11, more than Mr individuals accused of direct
complicity in genocide and other Nazi crime s. have lived-in the United States,
free from prosecution or deportation in cases where their American'citiZenship
waoh.taine_d by' fraud or denial of their past record. The allegation that some
of these criminals fond refuge and employment under the' Auspices of various
U.S. agencies lends dramatic emphasis to the moral necessity for finally resolving
this issue.

The Commission has viewed with gratitude recent steps taken by the Congress
and the Executive Branch.to reciify these situations. It wishes to underscore
the histTical importance of this quest for justice.

c. Jewish Cemeteries Abroad:
The CommiSsion recommends that in recognition of thcksanctitytf the

' physical remains of the Jewish communities of Eastern Europe and the
..-right of the dead to a final resting place, the State Depavinetzt should

continue to express' its concerti over the destruction of cemeteries, urging
that they be maintained in a suitably respectable manner. ,

One of the few remnants of JevoistNife in Eastern Europe are the cemeterieS.
In recent years, the cemeteries have been destroyed by new building prdjecis.
houSing developments, and road construction, The Commission, strongly urges
that .pressure be brought to prevent vandalization, to repa r markers or to supply
markers where they are missjng, and to maintain grou s. 4

Or

F. Funding,
The Commission'conclude,s that the proposed physical memoriallmuseum to
the Holocaust with its educational fOundation 4 achievable.

The ComMission recommends that financial support be provided through a
public7private partneryhip involving government participation and privale

4 fund-raising, employing the model of the Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts and other major memorials. The Federal 6overnment would provide
seed money (lip to $1 million) for the broad design of facilities and program
plus a challenge grant to he matched in the private sector over a 3-year period.

- .. .

The Commission respectfully requests the direct moral support, endorsement,
and involvemekt of the White 'House in this effort.

%
T e sources of funds for establishing and maintaining the Holocaust mem-
o 1 alutits programs can include large individual contributors, foundations,
as ociations, ittSlitlitiOPIS.0 corporations, civic organizations, churches, and
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osynagogues as well as voluntary contributions from Americans in all walks
.afrkfe throughout the country.

In accordance with the PreMdent's,guidelines and in the light of the universal
significance of the Holocaust, the Comthission holds that funding for the mem-
orial should be.realized principally through public subscription. Despite the size
of the iproject,. the Commission believes that it can receive extensive public
suppoff.

While.financial support may.be laeIy non-governmental, issues raised by
the Holocaust are so fundamentally tied to, public policy that funding of the
memorial-must involve a national effort. The Commission deems Federal par-
ticipation crucial to ,the mobilization and channeling of public concern.

A land grant and governmental status would symbolize Federal,commitment
while leaving the major responsibility for funding and initiative to the American
people through the private sector, as was the case in fhe Woodrow Wikon
International Center for Scholars,or the National Gallery of Art. The dialkoic
of a government-private partnership, a national, center with grass7rOots pro-
gramming, and an academic endeavor with ethical exploration would in itself
be an extraordinary cultural and political model.

Funds will be needed for the museum/memorial, for endowing or capitalizing
both continuing progtams and one-time building costs, and for the acquisition
and computerization of scholarly archives. Cost estimates will depend on many
fa tors to be considered by the succesSor body to the Commission. It is intended
t at these funds will be raised primarily by private contribletions'supplemented
b a land grant and challenge grantS from the Federal Government.
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AfFENDIX
EXECUTIVE ORDER

ORDER No-12091

THE WHITE HOUSE

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON THE HOLOCAUST

By virtue of the apthority vested in me as President by the Constitution,of
the United States of America, and in order to create, in accordance with the
provisions of the Federal Advisoy Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App. I), an ad-
visory committee on the estilblishment of a memorial to the victims of thp
Holocaust, it is hereby ordered as follows:

1-1. Establishment and Membersie
, 1-101. There is established the resident s Commission on the Holocaust.

1-102. The Commission shall consist of not more than thirty-four members
as follows:

(a) The President stiall appoint twenty-four members of the Commission and
shall designate one oflthese members to chair the Commission.

(b) The Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President of thp
Senate are each invited to designate five members of their respective Houses
to serve as. members of the Commission.

1-2. Functions bf the Commission.
1-201. The Commission shall submit 'a report sto the President and the Sec-

retary of the Interior containing its recommendations with respect to the estab-
lishnient and maintenance of an appropriate memorial to those Who perished

' in the Holocaust. .

1-202. The Commission's report shall examine the feasibility of obtaining\ funds for creation and maintenance of the Memorial through contributions by
the American people.,

1-203. The Commission shall recommend apprOpriate ways for tkks nation to
comMemorate April 28 and 29, 1979, which the Congress has resolved shall be
"Days of Remembrance of Victims of the Holocaust."

1-3. Administrative Provisions.
1-301. To the extent permitted .by law, the Secretary of the. Interior shall

provide all necess'bry administrative services, facilities, support, and funds nec-
essary- for the performance of. the Commission's functions. .

1-302. Each member of the Commission who is not otherwise employed in
the Government may receive compensation for each day such member is engaged
in.the work of the Commission at a daily rate to be determined by the Secretary
of the Interior. Such rate shall not exceed that payable pursuant to the Federal
Advisory Committee Act.
-.1-303. Members of the Commission shall, be entitled to travel expenses, in-

cluding per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized,by law (5 U.S.C. 5702
and 5703) for persons in the Government service employed intermittently.

1-304. The functions of the President under the Federal Advisory Committee
Act which are applicable to the Commission, except that of reporting to the
Congress, shall be performed by the Secretary of the Interior in accordance with

r
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guidelines kind procedures prescribed by the Administrator of General Services.

1-4. Final-Report and Termination
1-401. TM Commission shall submit its final report to the President and the'

Secretary of the Interior nbt later than six months from the date of its first
meeting.

1-402. The .Commission shall terminate not later than thirty days after sub-
mitting its final report,

THE WHITE HOUSE,
November 1, 1978.

JIMMY CARTER

30.
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APPENDIX B
STUDY MISSION TO EASTERN EUROPE,

DENMARK AND ISRAEL

On July 29; 1979, 7 members of the Commission and Advisory Board:their
spouses, and special consultants to the Commissiqn departed on a 14-da5' work-
ing mission to study memorials and museums to the victims of the Holocaust,
to visit sites of destruction,Ind to meet with govermnpt leaders and directors
of institutions whose comniitments and undertakings parallel the work of this

,Commission. Traveling at their own expense to Potland, the U.S.S.R., Denmark
dnd Israel, the group confronted- the past and its commemoration to further
inform the Commission's recommendations.

In Warsaw the Commission began its agenda with a ceremony at the site of
the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. Tribute was also paid to the Polish losses during=
the war at the Nike Monument for the general Warsaw uprising, followah-y
a series of. meetings with Polish officials. At a session with the Minister of
Justice, the painful and critical issues of justice and truth were exploredjUstice
to those who perpetrated the crime, and truth in understanding the roles 9f
criminal, victim, and bystander. An exchange of Polish and American documerlts
was discussed, and a tour Conduciell of Polish archives which included critical
documents and photograPhs, Nazi manuals and albums. In- the evening the
Commission attended a performance by a remnant of the Jelivish theater of
Warsaw.,The performance was a lyrical and musical interpretation of Chagall's
paintings, spoken and sung in Yiddish, a language understood by few of the
actors. Heavily subsidized by the Polish government, this troupe recalls the
great theatrical tradition of the Yiddigh stage.

The following morning the Commission traveled to Treblinka, the site of an
extermination camp at which some 800,000 Jews'ivere killed. (Unlike Auschwitz,
Treblinka was restricted to Jews.) The camp was destroyed near the end of the
war as the Nazis tried to eradidate all traces of their crime. The Polish govern-
ment has built an extraOrdinary monument on the now-wooded site of Treblinka,
a total environment of remembrance. Identical slabs of stone, suggesting railroad
ties, leadthe visitor to the center of the camp where two enormous stone forms
stand separated only by a narrow opening. A shattered menorah is engraved
near the top of the stone monument, and, on all sides, stretching as far as one
can see, are hundreds Of rough-hewn, jagged stones of various shapes and sizes,
each inscribed with the name of a Jewish community obliterated during the
Holocaust. B,eyond the central monument, a flat, rectangular representation of
charred and disfigured bones is set in a lowg ditch to symbolize the burned pyres
of those who were gassed. The power of this unforgetable sculpture at Treblinka
convinced the Commission of the importance of a monument.

Throughout the'journey in Eastern,Europe, members of the delegation shared
their impressions and their anguish! A scholar explained the relationship be-.
tween the geographid location of a camp and its proximity to a population center;
a survivor recollected a wartime experiencestories were-told of betrayal and
torture, anxiety and loss, desperation and agony, and some of hope and rescue.

On the third day the Commisgion traveled to AuschWitz, the largest and
without doubt the,most lethal of all eRtermination camps. Auschwitz contained
persons from every country and nationality controlled by the Axis. In addition
to Jews, most especially Poles, Soviet prisoners of war, Frenchmen, Serbs, Slays,
22 31
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and Gypsies were, killed at Auschwitz. An enormous railroad complex was
located at the entrance to tbe camp; and the still sturdy brick.construction of
the barracks attest to its intended function as a continuing instittrtion of sub-

' jugation and licttlidation. Only with ggreat difficulty could the survivors of Ausck.
witz in the delegation re-enter the infampus camp, seeing the walls, the
electrified-barbed wire-,-the-4orture-chambersi-the-hospital for_medical experi,
ments, and the gas chambers ehere their loved Ones hAd bken put to death. A

- few kilometers away, at Birkenau,' words of ,prayer were recited, wreaths laid,
and spirituals sung, yet all attempts to speak seemed inadequate.

The vit to Poland was concluded -by a series of meetings with the Ministry
of Religious Affairs, the Polish Academy of Science, the,Japusz Korczak Com-
mittee, the Ministry of Monuments, the Combatants Organization, and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs as,well as the curators of the Museum at Auschwitz
'and the Jewish Museum in Warsaw. Everywhere the need to remember the
Holocaust was discussed and the g work laid for future cooperation be-.
tween the American and Polish govern ents, includingThe exchanjei archival
information and schblarship, educational resources for,teaching, films, and pub-
lications. A number of Polish documentaries on the Holocaust weFt also viewed.
The Commission was pleased by the general interest and encouragement it
encounteredond by the muttial cammitment to remember.

Before leaving Poland, the Commission visited the Jewish cemetery in War-
saw, the burial place for over one-half-million Jews who died in Warsaw in the
centgries preceding the liquidation of the ghetto. Seven hundred years of Polish
Jewish. culture are represented by -the graves of scholars and rabbis, writers,
teachers, political leaders, artists, scientists, and actors. An empty field devoid
of any marker is the mass grave of some 150,000 Polish Jews who perished from
starvation or disease during the war before the ghetto was destroyed. The general
neglect of The cemeterydisrepair and vandalizationdisturbed the Commi
siot,-tind our concerns were expressed to the appropriate authorities.

The Commission traveled from Poland to the Soviet Union, first visiting Kiev.
in the.Ukraine where 10000 people were massacred by the Nazis at Babi Yar.
Beginning on the first, day of the.Jewish New Year in 1941 land continuing for
10 days until the Day. of Atonemeta, 80,000 Jews were brought to Babi Yar

. and killed there within eavshot of downtown Kiev. The monument is most ,

impressive, set in the center of a ravine where the victims were buried. However,
in both content and inscriptibn the memorial is devoid of any reference, direct
or oblique, to the fact that '-.1e,ws were killed at Babi Yar. Shocked by this
conspicuous Omission, the Cotrimission was alerted tothe danger of historical
falsification or dilution.

In Moscow, the Commission met with the National Archivist, the Writer's
GujIcl. the5oviet Academy of Sciences, the Institute of the History of World
War II, the 'Deputy Minister of Culture, the War Veterans' Organization, and
the Solicitor General to explore the difficulties of writing about the Holocaust,
of sensitizing people to pain and suffering without feeling a sense of morbidity,
encouraging despair, or developing an immunity to painxFurthermpre, discw-
sions were conducted pertaining to archival exchange and scholarly interchange.
In a meeting with Solicitor General, Roman Rudenko, the Commission ad-
dressed the trials otNazi war criminals. (Mr. Rudenko was the chief prosecutor
of Nuremberg.) Before leaving Moscow, the Commission placed a wreatlr at
the Soviet Union's Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.

,P

For its last stopin Europe, the Commission traveled to Deninark to present
a scroll of- triburE to the Danish people and their government. The scroll reads
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as follows:

In kibute to the Danish people and their government whose actions during
the,Holocaust served as a moral beacon of light in a world of total darkness.
Your noble behavior has illuminated the mbral landscape ofhumanity. May
your deeds serve as a reminder of courage And human solidarity to a World
still desperately in need of such lessons.

In casUal conversation with our Atherican delegation and in formal declara-
tions, our Danish hosts"fFequently repeated that they had done nothing extraor-
dinary or heroic in saving Jews and protectittg their property. One Dane who
is an accountant explained that he needs no congratulations fOr having refused
to embezzle funds from his Jewish compatriots. When compared to the total
cooperation of the entire Nazi economic ministry in the confiscation of Jewish
holdings, the Danish humility toward their responsibility and their integrity was

D.uring the Holocaust, ordinary, decent behavior became the extraor-
dinary.

That there were great acts of courage in those. daik times is indisputable. In
Denmark,. the Commission presented a scroll of honor in, absentia to Raoul
Wallenberg, a junior diplomat in the Swedish legatio6 in' Hungary, who coor-
dinated a large-scale rescue operation during the war in which 30,000 lives were
savedi, Among many daring and innovative moves, Wallenbeit rented buildings
and flew the Swedish flag above them to declare them part of the Swedish
Embassy, thus granting dielomatic protection to the inhabitants. He also issued
Swedish passpotts to thousiinds ofJews in Budapest to prevent their deportation.
Wallenberg was taken prisoner by the liberating Russian armies immediately
after the war, and neither his presence in Russianprisons nor his.fate !lave been
satisfactorily clarified. (The Russian government produced a death certificate
indicating that Wallenberg died in jail in 1947, but his death remains uncon-
firmed, and reports of his alleged whereabouts circulate periodically, as recently
as last year.) The scroll presented to Wallenberg reads as follows:

In tribute-to Raoul Wallenberg, a man of rare daringdid imagination, whose
deeds Saved thirty-thousand Jews in Budapest. Hi.s' heroism and character
have shown the world what could have been done and what should have been
done. -His compassion and courage will he remembered forever. For his
actions, he paid with his freedom, if not with his life. This scroll is presented
to his sister in his absen'ce though-conscious of his presence.

The Commission also toured the Museum of Danish Rescue and Resistance.
in Copephagen.

The final leg of the trip brought the Commissiqn to Israel where it visited
Yad Vashem, the Isaeli National Remembrance Authority in its capital, Je-
rusalem, consisting of a museum, memorial and sculpture garden, archives,
documentation center, research facilities, and educational resotirces. The,Com-
mission met with die leaders of Yad Vashem and working subcommittees of the
Commission met with staff of the institution, and with prominent Israeli scholars
who shared the fruits of their vast experience. The Commission was deeply
impressed by the achievements of Yad Vashem and felt that close cooperation
a special relationshipwith the Commission's successor tiody must be estab-
lished.
A

The ComrniSsion also visited the Museum of the Diaspora, to examine its
treatment c;if the Holocaust and use of modernmedia and display techniques,
computer learning; and engaging presentations. Having visited Warsaw, the'
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Commissio
in included in its itinerary the Warsaw Ghetto Fighters' Memorial at

a kibbutz in the Galilee founded by survivors of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising.
The kibbutz also houses a museum on the Holocaust. The Commission visited
Mashuah, an experimental educationinstitution designed to teach the Holocaust
to both adolescents and adults through creative curricula, seminars, films, and
educational materials. The delegation was also welcomed at Nes Ammim, a
moshav founded by Dutch Christians and dedicated to atonement for the Hol-
ocaust, The Commission's work in Israel concluded with a meeting with. the
President of Israel at his Nome.

During its mission abroad, the Commission was able to secure or explore
access to more archival records and documents for research on the Holocaust,
for the memorial/museum envisioned, and for the prosecution of Nazi war crim-

The Commission leamed from the examples of other Holocaust museums
and memorials, and arrang,ed for cooperation between other countries and the
American endeavor. Rnally, the trip itself, its meetings, and its.ceremonies on
behalf of the dead.served as part of the living memorial which shall coptinue
to-bring the memory of the Holocaust and its implications to pu6lic conscious-
ness.
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APPENDIX C
/ADDRESS BY PRESIDENT JIMMY CARTER

National Civil Holocaust
Commemoration Ceremony

April 24, 1979
United States CaPitol Rotunda

, Washington, D.C.

I am honored pnd also grave and solemn as I participate in this cereinony
during Days of Remembrance for victims of the Ho locaust.

Just five weeks ago, during My trip to Israel, I visited again Yad Vashem
the vemorial to the six Million. I walked slowly through the Hall of Names.
And like literally millions before me, I grieved as I looked at book after book,
row after row, each recording the name of a man or a woman, a little boy or
a little girl, each one a victim of4he Holocaust.

I vowed thenas people all over the world are doing this weekto reaffirm
our unshakeable commitment that such an event will never recur on this earth
again,

A philosopher has written that language itself breaks down.when one tries
to speak about the Holocaust and its meaning. Our words pale before the
frightening spectacle of human evil which was unleashed upon the world, and
before the awesomeness of the suffering involved; the sheer weight of itS num-
bers-11 million innocent victims exterminated-6 million of them Jews.

Although words do pale yet we Must speak. We must strive to tmderstand.
We must teach the lessons of the Holocaust. And most of all, we-ourselves must
remember.

We must learn not only about the vulnerability of life, but of the value of
human lifs.'We must remen*er the terrible price paid for bigotry and hatred
and also The terrible price paid for indifference and for silence.

It is fitting also that we recall today the persecution, the suffering and the
des.truction which has befallen so many other people in this century, many
nations, peoples whose representatives have joined us for this obse nce. For
the central lesson oE the Holocaust must be that, in the wprds of the pet, "Each
man's death diminishes me."

,

To truly commemorate the victims pf the Holocaust, we must harness the
outrage of our memories to banish all human oppression from the world. We

\must recognize that when any fellow human being is stripped of humanity; when
any person is turned into an object of repression; tortured or defiled or victimized
by terrorism-or prejudice or racism, then all human beings are victims, too.

The -world's failure to recognize the moral truth 40 years ago permitted the
Holocaust to proceed. Our generationthe generation of survivorswill never
permit the lesson to be forgotten. .Human rights' and human dignity are indi7_
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visi6le, America must, and always will, speak out in the defense of human rights

not only in OK own country, but around the world.

That commitment imppses special.responsibilities on us to uphold the highest
possible standards of human justice and human rights here at home. I applaud
the Congress in Calling for thiS day of remembrance of the Holocaust. And I
renew my call to the Senate to take a long overdue step this year by ratifying
the International Treaty on the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide. With-

out concrete action, our words are hollow. Let us signify,by deed as well as by

word that the American people will never forget.

It is, perhaPs, ironic that we fneet today in a season of rebirth and renewal

to recall a time of darkness a estruction that has noparallel in humSn history.

And yet it is also fitting th e do so in.this Rotunda, along with actual survivors
of the Holocaust itselVFor the Holocaust is .also a story oT renewal and a
testaihent to the power of the human spigit to prevail.

People who saw their Ifomes destroyed helped build a new homeland in the

State of,Israel. People like Elie Wiesel, the Chairman of my Holocaust Com-

mission, who witnessed the ci &apsef all vision, created and shared with'us a
new vision. It is an incre side .tory df a peopje who refused to allow despair
to triumph, who after havin ost their children, brought new families into the

world.

Iris our collective task as well to !earl] from this process of renewal, the roots

of hopea hope not based'on illusion or ignorance, but hope grounded in the
rebihh of the human spirit and a reaffirmation of the sacredness of life.

With that hope, we will strive to build Out of our memories of the Holocaust

a world joined by a true fellowship of human understanding, a world of tolerance
and diversity in which all peoples can live in dignity and in peace.

3 6
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APPENDIX D
REMARKS MADE BY VICE PRESIDENT

WALTER F. MONDALE

c' Made at the
National Civic Holocaust

Commemoration Ceremony
April 24, 1979 ,

United States Capitol Rotunda .

Washington,. D.C.

Mr. President, Mr. Speaker, Mr. Majority Leader, Members of Congress, Dis-
tinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am profoundIy honored to join you, and all Americans, as we commemorate
both the tragedy of the Holocaust, and the vibrant resjlience of the human spirit.

Human nature casts a complex shadow on the history of civilization. The
triumph of the human heart has its memorialsin our miracles of art, in the
genius of our democracies, in the lesson of compassion at the soul of all relifOons.

But the history of humanity is also scarred by ignominy. 'Hatred, injUstice,
oppression, bloodshed: these, too, have their monuments that litter our nobler
history like; trash in a garden.

We meet today to recall both sides of human historytriumph as well as
tragedy. We meet both to renew our giief, and to recommit our couragetO
say Kaddish for the fallen, and to sanctify as well the work of the living.

f
The Holocaust beggars the human imagination. To recall it is to think t44,

unthinkable. To describe it is to say the unsayable. To be its heir is to" inherit
a nightmare.

But the horror we commemorate today must not blind us to the l fe whose
roots lie in its ashes. For today we also affirm that genocide has o part in
human history. Today we declare that decency and dignity and life itself are
inalienable, and must forever remain so. Today we bear witness not' nly to the
unanswered cries of the eleven million, but also to the duty they confer on us:
the duty to banish bloodshed from the annals of our children's future.

Today we bear witness. Elie Wiese!, the distinguished Chairinan of President
Carter's Holocaust Commission, put it this way in his moving noyel, The Oath:

"We must tell, awaken, alert, and repeat ovej and over again Without
respite or pause, repeat to the very end those .Stories that- have no end
. . .

4.0"

We will repeat those stories without end. One of them is the tragedy of the
Holocaust. But anothefrand just as importantis the story of the humanbeart
in its relentless service of high ideals.
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s APPENDIX E
THE HOLOCAUST: BEGINNING OR END?.

Remarks Made by
Elie Wiesel
Chairman

President's Commission on the Holocaust
Made at the

National Civic Holocaust
Commemoration Ceremony

April 24, 1979
United States Capitol Rotunda

Washington, D.C.

Mr. President, Mr. Vice President, Mr. Speaker, Leaders and Members Of the

House and the Senate, Distinguished Guests:

Allow me to tell you a story.

Once upon a time, far away, sOmewhere .in the Carpathian mountains, there
lived a small boy, a Jewish boy,:who§e dreams were filled with God, prayer,

ft e
and song.

Then one day,, he and his family, and all the Jews.of his town were rounded.
Up and exiled to a dark and evil kingdom. They arrived there at midnight. Then
came the first separation, the first selection.

As.the boy stood with his father, wondering, whether his mother and sisters
would come !pack, an inmate came to tell them the truth; this road led to the
final destination (# the Jewish people; the truth was there: in the fire, the ashes,
the truth was in death. And the young boy refused to believe him; it had to be

a lie, anightmare perhaps, this could Mt be happening, not here; not now, not
in the heart of ciyilized Europe, not ih the middle of,the Wentieth-century.
"Father," said 'the boy: "if This were true, the wo d would not be silent.

." "Perhaps the world does not know," said the fath And father and son
walked on, pact of an eerie nocturnal procession, toward my eriou§ flames of

darkness.

Thirty-five years later--Aalmost to the daythc. same Jewcsh boy stands before
you with a deep sense of privilege, to remind our contemporaries that in those
times of anguish and destruction, only one peoplethe Jewish peoplewere
totally., inexplicably abandonedonly one people were simply, cynically, handed
over to their, executioners.

And we, the few survivors, were left behind to bear witness and tell the tale.
.

.

. Blit before doing so, allow me, on.bthalf of your Commission on the Holocaust
and its. Advisory Board, to thank you, Mr. 'President, for summoning our Na-

tion=and all nationsto keep their memory alive.
e

We also wish to express our profOund gratitude to all the distinguished guests
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and national leaders<for being here today at this unprecedented assembly, re-
sponding to this call for remembrance. No other country, and its government,
besides Israel, has issued or heeded such a call,- but then Israel is'a case apart.
Israel's commitment to memory is as_old as its history itself.

On my first-night in--the camp,-which was the last ft# most of nly- friends, my
family, my relatives, my teachers, I wrote:

Never shall I forget that night, which has turned my life into one long night,
seven times cursed andseven times sealed. Never shan I forget that smoke.
Never shall I forget the little faces oi the children whom I saw being thrown
into the flames alive beneath a silent blue sky. Never shall I forget, that
sky.

Never shall I forget those flames which murdered my hopes fOrever.
Never shall I forget that nocturnal silence which deprived me, for all etern-
ity, of the desire to live.
Never shall I forget those moments which murdered my soul and turned
my dreatns into dust, intO smoke.
Never shall I forget these words even if I am condemned to live as long as
God hiffiself.

But Mr. President and friendswhat does one dolwith such memories of
firewith so many fragments of despair? Hdw does one live in a world which
Witnessed the Murder of one million children and remained world?

Those of us who were there are haunted by those 'whose livEs were tweed
inlo ashes, by those whose cemetery was the sky.

Terror-stricken families hiding in ghetto-cellars. Children running with price-
less treasures: a potato or two, a crumb of bread. Endless lines of quiet men
'and women on their way to mass graves, reciting the Kaddish, the prayer _for
the dead, over themselves. Teachers and their pupils, mothers and their infants,
rabbis and their followers, rich and poor, learned and illiterate, princes and
beggarsall pushed inexorably toward death. "Father," says a young boy, "is
it painful to die? Must I die?' "Think of something else," answers the father.
"Think of tomorrow."

Treblinka and Ponar, Auschwitz and Babi Yar, Majdanek and Blezec: What
happened? Did creation go mad? Did God cover his face? Did the Creator turn
against his creation? Did The God of Israel turn against the people of 'Israel?
The question everyone asked upon arrival inside the gates was: What does it
all mean? Was there a design, a secret pattern?

We dicin't know, we still don't. How can anyone explain evil of such mag
nitude? How can anyone comprehend so much pain and. anguish? One cannot
conceive of Auschwitz with or without God. But, what about man? Who can
understand the calculated deprivation of the killers? The indifference of the
onlookers? When Jews did have a possibility of leaving Europe, how many
countries were there ready to accept them?

What was the Holocaust: an end or a be.ginninfp Prefiguration or culmination?
Was it the final convulsion of demonic forces in history? A paroxysm of cen-
turies-old' bigotry and hatred? Or, on the contrary, a momentous warning of
things to come?

Turning-point or watershe'd, it produced'a mutation on a cosmic scale, at-
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fecting all possible..areas of human endeavor. After ,Auschwitz, the human
conditiop is no longer the same. After Treblinka, nothin* will ever be the.same.
The Event has.altered man's perception and changed his relationship to God.
to his fellow-man and to hirriself. The unthinkable has become real After Belsen,
everything seems possible. . ,

Admittedly, I belong to a`traumatized generdtion, hence I speak of mypeople,
ttie Jewish people. But when I, as a Jew, evoke the tragic destiny of Jewish'
victims, I honor the memory of all the. victirn's. Whensone group is persecull
mankind is affected. Still, for the sake of truth, we must remember that only
the Jewish people's extermination was an end in itself. Jewish victims, stripped
of their identity and of their death, were disowned by the Whole world: They
were condemned not for what they did or said, but for who they were: sons and
daughters of a people whose suffering is the most ancient in recorded history.

Every occupied n,mion, every underground movement received _help from.
London, Washingtcin or Moscow. Not the Jews: they were the loneliest victims
of the most inhuman of wars. A single airdrop, a. single rescue mission would
have proved to them, and to the enemy,.that they were not forgotten. But, Mr.
President and'friends, the truth is that they were 'forgotten.

The evidence is before us: Theworld knew, and kept silent. The documents
that you, Mr. President, handed to the Chairman of your Commission on the
Holocaust, testify to that effect. Actually, pictures of Auschwitz< and Birkenau
had reached the free. world much earlier. Still, when the Hungarian Jews began
arriving there, feeding tbe flames with ten to twelve thousands persons a day,
nothing was done to stop or delay the process. Net one bornb was drOpped on
the railway tracks tb the death factories. Had there been a similar Joint Session
of Congress then; things would have been different for many Jews.

And yet, and yet .when the nightmare lifted, there was no hate in the hearts
of those who survived. ,Only sadnes. And, .paradoxically, hope, hope as well.
For some reason they were .conVinced that out of grief and so much suffering
a powetful message of .compassion and justice would be heard and received.
They were convinced that the Messiah would come and redeem the world. They
were convinced that, after Auschwitz, people would no longer yield to fanati,
cism, nations would no longer wage war, and racism, anti-Semitism and class
humiliation would he banned forever, shamed forever.

Little/did we know that, in our lifetime, we would witness more wars, iww
racial hostilities, and an awakening of Nazism on all Tive continents. /Ale did

- we knoW that, in our lifetime, books would appear in .ma y languagefs offering"
so-called -proof" that the Holocattst never occurred, at oUr parents, our
friends-did not die 'there.'Little did we know that Jew . h children would again
be murdered, in.cold blood, by killers in Israel.

The survivors advocated hope, not despair. Their testimony contains neither
ranco, nor bitterness..They knew too well that hate is self-debasing and venge-.
ance self-defeating. Instead 'of choosing nihilism and anarchy, they chose to opt
for man. Instead of setting cities 'on fire, they enriched them. Many went to
rebuild an ancient dream of Israel in Israel: they all chose to retitain human in
an inhuman society, to fight for human rights everywhere, against poverty every-
where and discrimination, for humankind, always.

For we ilave learned certainlessons. We have learneinOt to he neutral in
times of crisis, for neutrality always helps the aggressor, never the victim. We
have learned tliat silence is never the answer. We have learriCd that the opposite
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of love is not hatred, but indifference.. What is memory if not a response -to,
and against indifference?

So let us remember, let us remember for their sake, and ours: memory may
pbrhaps be olli only answer, our only hope to save the world from the ultimate
forishment.,. a .nuclear _holpcaust. .

=Let us remeinber, let =us remember the heroes of Warsaw, the martyrs of
.Treblinka; the children of Auschwitz. They fought alone, they suffered alone,
thej, lived alone, but they did not die alone, for something in.all of us died with
them.
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APPENDIX F'
PRESENTATION OF THE WORT OF THE

PRESIDENTS COMMiSSION ON THE HOLOCAUST

TO

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

Elie Wiesel
Chairman

The Rose Garden
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Mr. President, AMbassador Evron, Distinguished Members- of the Senate and
House, Ladies and Gentlemen:

Thirty-eight .years ago on September 2lth, 1941, during the aseret yemei teshuva,
what we call in our tradition the Days of Repentence, tholisands of Jewish men,

women and children were led through The sunny and peaceful streets of Kiev to
be slauEditered at a place called: Babi Yar. For ten daysfrom Rosh Hashanah,
the Jewish New Year, until Yom Kippur, the Day of A.tonementthe massacre
continued. The procession seemed endless. The killers killed, the victims tumbled

into ditches, and creation somehow remained unchanged and undisturbed.

What took place in Kiev, Mr. President, was repeated elsewhere in hundreds aad
hundreds of towns and villages in the Ukraine, Lithuania, Byelorussia, PojarM.

All over Eastern-Europe theprocess bf destruction went on and on and on. Entire

communities perished ovornight. Families disappeared. Ancient dynastie§ whose

lineage could be traced back to King David and Moses were swept away with the

winds of ashes. And God Himself must have cov'ered His face in pain and anguish.

Were they but a spasm ofhistory? A tear in the Ocean? An experiment of eternity

in death?
In the course of our study, Mr. President, we tried to capture some of their silent

outcries. We asked them for guidance. We returned to some of the sites where
they perished. And all those who were there came away changed,.

Mr. President, Ike were struck first by the beauty of the surroundings; the hills
aroun4.Treblinka; the skys over Birkenau, the silence in Auschwitz. The killers

had cflbsen the most beautiful sites and the most poetic words for their most

hideous crimes.

We were struck by the proximity to cities and villages. Treblinka, Mr. President,
is a 2-hour bus or train ride from Warsaw. Babi Yar is part of Kiev. Buchenwald

is near Weimar. Auschwitz is close to,Cracow. Ten thousand human beings were
being murdered. and burned every day, and nearby, life went on as usual.

How was all this possible? We do not have the answer, Mr. President. Perhaps
there is none. Any given answer must be the wrong answer. But the members
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of your Commission believe, Mr. President, that we must seek an answer andthis will not be easy. Unprecedented and unparalleled in magnitude, the Event
,of Auschwitz and Belsen is still surmounted by a wall of fire which no outsider
can penetrate. All one can do iS come close to the gate.
Some are living gates, the survivors. They alone know what happened. And they
are ready and willing to share their knowledge; they know that they survived only
to tell the tale, only to bear witnessr
The words of the dead, too, are gates. Documents, .i)oenis, messages, diaries,
letters, prayers, meditations; through them one can feel somethitig of what they
felt asthey were waiting.for the angel of death, for the Messiah.
I confess, Mr. President, that I belong tO a traumatized generation and a trau-
matized people.

As a Jew, I wasand amdistressed by the tragic fate of the Jewlillh ppople;
after all; they alone were destined to be totally annihilated; they alone weretotally alone.

Howevgr, as a Jew I also came to realize that although all Jews4were victims, not
all victiins were Jews.

But this is perhaps the'first lesson we may draw from the Event, Mr. President,
that although Jews were the first to be killed, they were not the only ones; others
followed. The miirder of one group inevitably provokes more murder.
We must also learn from what happened that words must

)
be taken seriously. The

time lapse tietween the antisemitic slogans in Berlin and the death industry in
Treblinka was only 10 years.

4,*We must take seriously all thbse who threaten othel4people today and all those
who threaten the Jewis h. people today. From words to deed, the distance is not
great.

We must also learn the dangers of indifference and neutrality. In times of evil.
indifference to evil is evil. Neutrality always helps the killer, not the victim.
And we must learn the importance of stressing the moral dimension of alfhuman
endeavors. We have seen that scientists, scholars, physicians, politicians, and
artists murder children, and still enjoy the cadence of a poem, the beauty of the
painting. Culture without morality can easily push mankind to darkness, not
redemption.

"Yes, Mr. President, there are urgent lessons to be learned from this awesome
event. And yet, and yet. We, the members of your Commission and their advisors
are aware of our limitations. We have acquired some knowledge, bur what are
we to do with that knowledge? What are we to do with the whispers of men and
women going to their graves?, With the wisdom of ghetto children who knew
more about life and death than the oldest of 'my teachers? What are we to do
with the sounds of the dead; the mute dreams of the living? What are ive to do
with them?

We must share them, and we understood this most intensely %lien we visited
Poland, Soviet Russia, and Israel. Birkenau arouses man's most secret anguish.
Jerusalem symbolizes our most fervent hope, and, therelore, we are attached to

,Jerusalem in such love and admiration. We must shareatever we receive,with
cOnviction and dedication if mankind is to survive.
Thus, Mr. President, it is with a profound sense of privilege and hope that onbehalf of the President's commission on the Holocaust and its Advisory Board
I preient to you its report. And for your own historic initiative, Mr. President,
it is submitted to you with infinite gratitude.
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AITENDIX G

REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT
AT THE

PRESENTATION OF THE FINAL REPORT
OF THE

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON THE HOLOdAUST

The Rose Garden
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Mr. Chairman, the beauty of your words and the solemnity of your thoughts

and the importance of the work of this Commission are all very impressive.

Eight months ago, I asked Elie Wiesel, and a distinguished group of Amer-

icans, some from the Gongress, to take on an awesome responsibility. Jirn.Blan-

chard of Michigan and others said they couldn't be-here because there is a vote

pending in the House, but they have served well, along with a broad cross-section

of Americans who have gone into this effort with a great deal of dedication and

who have produced a report that will solve prOblems and picture for us proper

actions in the future.

This is an awesome responsibility that .you have performed. I asked this

group to recommend a fitting memorial in the United States to the victims of the

most unspeakable crime in all of human historythe Holocaust. Rarely,has a
Presidential Commission faced a more sobering or a more totally important chal-

lenge. This event of the Holocaust, the crime against humanity itself, has no

parallel in human history. A philosopher wrote that human language itself breaks

down when confronted with the monstrous challenge of describing this evil.

So I want to pay a special tribute, on behalf of our Nation, to all those who

have contributed to this effort and for the tremendous service that you have

performed.

Your very work as a Commission is part of a living memory to the victims

of the Holocaust. Your grappling with the meaning of this event has helped bring

new understanding and moral vision to all who must confront this question. Your
histork trip to the concentration camps in Eastern Europe, at4 the Babi Yar in

the Soviet Union, has helped to arouse the conscience of the world and helped
remind us once again we must never forget. And I know our country appreciates

the fact that many of you went on those trips, nOt at Government expense, but

at your own expense.

Out of our( memory and understanding of the Holocaust we mtist forge an

unshakeable oath with all civilized people that never again will, the world stand

silent, never again will the world look the other way or fail to act in time to

prevent this terrible crime of genocide.

In addition to the Jewish peciple who were engulfed by the Holocaust simply

beause they were Jews, 5 million other .human beings were destroyed. About

3 million Poles, many Hungarians, Gypsies, also need to be remembered. To
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memoriahze- the victims of the Holocaust, we must harness the outrage of our
own memories to stamp out oppression wherever it exists. We must understand
that human riptsend human dignity amindivisible. Wherever our fellow human
beings are stripped of their humanity, (Wiled or tortured or victimized by repres-
ion or terrorism or racism or prejudice, then all of us are victims. As Americans,

we must, and we also will speak out in defense of human rights at home and
everywhere in the world.

And I ,might add that as Americans we must share 'One responsibility for 40
years ago not being willing to acknowledge that this horrible event was in prospect.

And I think that the action of this Holocaust Commission is long overdue,
because we have, not had a constant center which could be visited by Americans
of all faiths and all races to be reminded of our omission in the past, tcr have the
memory of this horrible event kept vivid in our minds, to prevent a recurrence
of such an action anywhere on earth in the future.

In view of the 6 million Jewish victims of the Holocaust, it is particularly
appropriate that we receive this report during the High Holy Days, just prior toYom Kippur, the Day of Atonement. Yom Kippur is a day and time for lookingback. It is a time for reflection. It is a time for remembrance. But it is also a time
for the reaffirmation of life, a time for looking ahead.

So I will" consider this report most carefully and will respond personally to
this Commission and to the people of our Nation, with my personal prayer that
the memory of the.Holocaust shall be transformed into a reaffirmation of life.
And as President, I can pledge to you that I will do ever ing in my power to'
carry outthe recommendations of this report.

The Members of the Congress will be intensely interested in arousing support
in the Legislature. And I am sure the people of this country will be looking with
anticipation to this reminder of the victims% and also a warning that this horrible
event will never again occur on earth.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and all the member*,of the Commis-
sion.
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